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T
hin functional films have traditionally
been produced by low-tech proces-
ses such as casting and dip-coating,

but thesemethods are both slow and offer a
low level of control over film properties.
An alternative scheme is layer-by-layer
assembly,1�4which involves thewell-controlled
sequential deposition of polyelectrolyte
pairs to produce thin filmswith polymermulti-
layer architectures. Using the dip-coating
method of layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly,
deposition of a single bilayer (including
polycation and polyanion) typically requires
aminimumof 20 to30min.5�7 Several studies
have employed spray deposition6,8�13 or
dewetting14 to reduce this cycle time to
around one minute and have even auto-
mated the process.15,16 Spin-coating ofmulti-
layer thin films has also shown a decrease in
cycle time and a beneficial ordering of film
components due to the shear forces applied
during assembly.17,18 The spin-spray layer-
by-layer (SSLbL) assembly technique, first
demonstrated by Merrill and Sun,19 unites
several of these processes as polyelectrolyte
solutions are sequentially sprayed onto a
rotating substrate. In addition to lower cycle
times, SSLbL assembly has been shown to
decrease material waste and enhance con-
trol over film thickness.
We report the development of an auto-

mated SSLbL film assembly apparatus that
permits subsecond spray times to produce
LbL films with cycle times ∼50% shorter
than previously reported (13 s versus 25 s
reported by Merrill and Sun19). We demon-
strate the ability to further reduce cycle
times down to the subsecond range (i.e., 0.8 s)
for selected polymer systems. The SSLbL
approach is advantageous in comparison
to dip-coating because polyelectrolyte as-
sembly is not limited by diffusion processes.
High-speed substrate rotation, active drying
at elevated temperatures, and the ability to
considerably shorten rinse times with our

system all serve to limit the contact time
between the solution and the surface.
Previous applications of spray-LbL have in-
volved either low speed (i.e., 10 rpm) vertical
rotation9 or a fixed orientation6 of the sub-
strate, which leads to the removal of excess
solution by gravity; our apparatus elimi-
nates this bottleneck. The result is that
SSLbL-assembled multilayer films can be
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ABSTRACT

While inhomogeneous thin conductive films have been sought after for their flexibility,

transparency, and strength, poor control in the processing of these materials has restricted

their application. The versatile layer-by-layer assembly technique allows greater control over

film deposition, but even this has been hampered by the traditional dip-coating method. Here,

we employ a fully automated spin-spray layer-by-layer system (SSLbL) to rapidly produce

high-quality, tunable multilayer films. With bilayer deposition cycle times as low as 13 s

(∼50% of previously reported) and thorough characterization of film conductance in the near

percolation region, we show that SSLbL permits nanolevel control over film growth and

efficient formation of a conducting network not available with other methods of multilayer

deposition. The multitude of variables from spray time, to spin rate, to active drying available

with SSLbL makes films generated by this technique inherently more tunable and expands the

opportunity for optimization and application of composite multilayers. A comparison of several

polymer�CNT systems deposited by both spin-spray and dip-coating exemplifies the potential

of SSLbL assembly to allow for rapid screening of multilayer films. Ultrathin polymer�CNT

multilayers assembled by SSLbL were also evaluated as lithium-ion battery electrodes,

emphasizing the practical application of this technique.

KEYWORDS: layer-by-layer . conductive thin film . carbon nanotube .
percolation . lithium-ion battery
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more easily and comprehensively tuned in thickness
and other desired characteristics. Nanolevel control
over deposition is achieved by adjusting variables includ-
ing solution concentration, spray time, substrate spin
rate, drying time, drying air flow, and temperature. The
exceptional speed and tunability available with SSLbL
make it inherently useful in the rapid screening of multi-
component polymer films for desired characteristics
including conductance, strength, and stability. This is
exemplified by the finding that films of equivalent sheet
conductance that take 76 h to produce via dip-coating
are generated in 54 min using SSLbL assembly.
Including carbon nanotubes in LbL films has been

shown to produce thin films that are mechanically
strong, stable, and most importantly conductive.6,20�24

Here we use the SSLbL technique to demonstrate
multilayer growth of several polymer�CNT composite
films and report the effects of various parameters
(i.e., film thickness, polymer choice, nanotube content)
on film conductance. We show that the SSLbL techni-
que produces composite multilayers that are more
uniform in conductance and more efficient in the use
of carbon nanotubes to create a conducting network
than those produced by the traditional dip-coating
method. A high level of control over film conductance
in the near percolation regime is also demonstrated
due to nanotube layer stacking. These types of LbL
composite films are particularly useful for electro-
chemical applications including batteries,5,25�27 fuel
cells,28�32 solar cells,20,21,33 and sensors.22,34,35 Here,

we demonstrate their use as electrode films for lithium-
ion batteries. With the significant improvements in
speed and control available with SSLbL, this versatile
technique encourages the optimization and further
application of functional multicomponent films.

RESULTS

Using the SSLbL apparatus, films of polyelectrolyte
pairs [poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS) þ single-walled
carbon nanotubes (SWNT)]/poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA),
[PSS þ multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNT)]/PVA,
(NafionþSWNT)/polyethyleneimine (PEI), and (PSSþ
SWNT)/polyaniline (PANI) were deposited on cleaned
glass slides or silicon wafers. The LbL formation me-
chanism was confirmed for each polymer system by
spraying solutions of SWNT-containing polyelectrolyte
with and without a counter-polymer. Without the
counter-polymer, no film formation was observed
(Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). For com-
parison, (PSSþSWNT)/PVA films were also assembled
using the traditional dip-coating LbL (dip-LbL)method.
Films of (PSSþSWNT)/PVA assembled by SSLbL em-
ployed the single cycle settings of 0.5 s spray of PVA,
2 s rinse, 4 s dry, 0.5 s spray of PSSþSWNT, 2 s rinse, and
4 s dry (giving a total cycle time of 13 s), while the dip-
LbL cycle settings included a 5 min immersion in PVA
solution, 3 min rinse, 15 min dry, 5 min immersion
in PSSþSWNT solution, 3 min rinse, and 15 min
dry (giving a total cycle time of 46 min) (Figure 1).
The standard SSLbL procedure will be denoted

Figure 1. Schematic of dip-LbL (top) and SSLbL (bottom) processes and cycle times.
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(PSSþSWNT)0.5/PVA0.5, with the rinse and dry times
held constant unless otherwise noted. Film growth for
both methods was analyzed by ellipsometry and
UV�vis spectrophotometry, and film morphology by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM).
We show in Figure 2a that film thickness per bilayer

is nearly four times greater for dip-LbL-assembled films
than for SSLbL-assembled films, consistent with a
similar comparison between dip-LbL and spray-LbL
made by Izquierdo et al.6 The growth rate of the
SSLbL-assembled (PSSþSWNT)/PVA film was approxi-
mately 0.8 nm/bilayer, while that of the dip-LbL-
assembled (PSSþSWNT)/PVA was 3.1 nm/bilayer,
exemplifying nanolevel control of thickness with
SSLbL. This finding agrees with previous studies that
have shown spin-coating to produce more compact,
uniform LbL films than dip-coating.17,18 A comparison
of the thicknesses of (PSSþSWNT)/PVA and (Nafionþ
SWNT)/PEI films assembled by SSLbL shows that the
growth rates are similar. We note that for films under
five bilayers the dip-LbL method exhibits different
growth characteristics than the SSLbL method. In dip-
coating it is common to see negligible film growth for
the first few layers until a stable coating of the sub-
strate is achieved.20 This phenomenon is observed in
our dip-coated LbL films in contrast to those prelimin-
ary layers formed by SSLbL. This constant film growth
for ultrathin SSLbL films without a precoat can be
attributed to the active drying and spin-casting mec-
hanisms that ensure good adhesion to the substrate.
Conformal coverage of the substrate using SSLbL, even
for low-bilayer films, has been confirmed and is reflected
visually in Figure S2, where a gradient in film tone is
shown across films of increasing bilayer number.
Nanotube content in (PSSþSWNT)0.5/PVA0.5,

(PSSþMWNT)0.5/PVA0.5, (NafionþSWNT)0.5/PEI0.5, and
dip-LbL-assembled (PSSþSWNT)/PVA films of varying
bilayers was also compared on the basis of absorbance

at a wavelength of 380 nm, with the assumption that
absorbance of the polymer is negligible (Figure 2b).
The absorbance of SWNT in the (PSSþSWNT)/PVA and
(NafionþSWNT)/PVA systems for films of equal bilayer
was similar, suggesting that the dispersion quality of
SWNT in PSS and Nafion is comparable. This illustrates
the exceptional control offered by SSLbL spray param-
eters despite the difference in the polymer system.
The absorbance due to SWNT in dip-LbL-assembled
films is significantly higher than for any of the SSLbL-
assembled films, which can be attributed to differences
in both thickness andmorphology (Figure 3a,b). SSLbL-
assembled (PSSþMWNT)/PVA films exhibit a higher
absorbance per bilayer than similar films with SWNT,
a finding that can be credited to both the larger
diameter of the MWNT compared to SWNT and the
better dispersion quality of the PSSþMWNT solution.
(PSSþSWNT)/PANI multilayers could not be analyzed
by this method since the characteristic emerald color
of PANI would yield a non-negligible absorbance.
Figure 3 shows the distinct surface morphology of

30-bilayer films of each polymer�composite system
studied. We attribute the difference in morphology
between dip-LbL and SSLbL-assembled (PSSþSWNT)/
PVA (Figure 3a,b) to the much higher growth rate of
dip-coated LbL films shown previously and the effect
of shear forces on the spinning substrate to produce
denser and more uniform multilayers. AFM images of
15-bilayer films deposited on glass substrates are also
shown in Figure S3 alongwith correspondingmeasure-
ments of surface roughness (Table S1). Since rough-
ness commonly increases with film thickness, it is
reasonable to find that a dip-LbL-assembled film is
rougher than an SSLbL-assembled film of the same
number of bilayers. Percolating nanotube networks are
evident in Figure 3b�d and account for the conduc-
tivity of these films. We note that the MWNTs in the
(PSSþMWNT)/PVA system form a much denser net-
work than SWNTs in the (PSSþSWNT)/PVA system,

Figure 2. (a) Thickness of dip-LbL-assembled PSSþSWNT/PVA and SSLbL-assembled (PSSþSWNT)0.5/PVA0.5 and (Nafionþ
SWNT)0.5/PEI0.5 with best fit lines. (b) Absorbance of dip-LbL-assembled PSSþSWNT/PVA, (PSSþSWNT)0.5/PVA0.5,
(PSSþMWNT)0.5/PVA0.5, and (NafionþSWNT)0.5/PEI0.5 at 380 nm.
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which we credit to better debundling and stability of
MWNT in solution. The visual appearance of the nano-
tube network found in the (PSSþSWNT)/PVA and
(NafionþSWNT)/PEI films is similar, which corresponds
well with the results for film thickness and absorbance.
No nanotubes are apparent in the (PSSþSWNT)/PANI
system due to the high concentration of PANI that
covers the CNT (Figure 3e). The (PSSþSWNT)/PANI film
is also quite rough in comparison to other SSLbL-
assembled films (Table S1), a product of the mor-
phology of the as-received PANI.
Carbon nanotube containing films have been noted

for their potential use in optoelectronics, sensors,
and electrodes due to the formation of a percolating
nanotube network.36,37 With nanolevel control, the
SSLbL method is able to showcase a high-resolution
correlation between sheet conductance and film
thickness in the near percolation regime and during
subsequent film growth (Figure 4), a result not seen in

previous conductivity studies using dip-LbL. Superior
control over conductivity is illustrated in the standard
deviation of the sheet conductance for SSLbL-as-
sembled (PSSþSWNT)/PVA films. Since these error
values were calculated from five points evenly distrib-
uted across the film, we can conclude that the SSLbL
method produces a more uniformly conductive film
than the dip-LbL method.
From our screening of several polymer�CNT sys-

tems using the SSLbL method we find that the choice
of polymer pairs has a large effect on the sheet
conductance of these films. While the (NafionþSWNT)/
PEI system grows at a similar rate to (PSSþSWNT)/PVA,
its conductance (Figure 4a) appears much lower.
Since the conductivity of a nanotube network is a
function of junction distance,38 we attribute the signifi-
cantly lower conductance in (NafionþSWNT)/PEI films
to the formation of a less densely packed SWNT network,
but not necessarily a less densely packed bulk film.

Figure 3. SEM surface morphology of (a) [PSSþSWNT/PVA]30 by dip-LbL, (b) [(PSSþSWNT)0.5/PVA0.5]30, (c) [(PSSþMWNT)0.5/
PVA0.5]30, (d) [(NafionþSWNT)0.5/PEI0.5]30, and (e) [(PSSþSWNT)0.5/PANI0.5]30.

Figure 4. (a) Sheet conductance as a function of bilayer number in SSLbL- anddip-LbL-assembledfilms. (b) Percolation region
for the formation of conducting nanotube networks in (PSSþSWNT)/PVA; dashed line indicates measurement threshold. For
clarity, conductances that do not meet the measurement threshold are excluded from (a).
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This distinction may be the result of increased porosity
in Nafion-containing films or differences in polymer
wrapping of SWNT. We also see in Figure 4a that the
(PSSþMWNT)/PVA system exhibits a larger conduc-
tance per bilayer compared with (PSSþSWNT)/PVA,
which can be attributed to the increased concentration
of nanotubes and greater debundling.
For ultrathin films, it is also apparent that the dip-LbL

and SSLbL processes lead to films with different per-
colation thresholds (Figure 4b). Despite the fact that
SSLbL-assembled (PSSþSWNT)/PVA films are thinner
and contain fewer nanotubes in the low-bilayer perco-
lation regime than those assembled by dip-LbL, they
are comparable in sheet conductance. With decreased
layer thicknesses and improved film compactness,
we believe that through-plane interaction between
nanotube-containing layers in SSLbL-assembled films
is more favorable to electrical conduction than in
dip-LbL films. In other words, where “fuzzy” layers are
beneficial, as in polymer composites, SSLbL can pro-
vide better bilayer blending. This finding is a product of
the decreased bilayer thickness with SSLbL, wherein
SWNTs have a diameter of 1�2 nm (greater than the
average bilayer thickness of 0.8 nm), suggesting sig-
nificant overlap. Our results also imply that the effi-
ciency of use of high-value components such as
nanotubes can be improved using the SSLbL method.

The exceptional tunability of SSLbL-assembled films
is a product of the many variables available for opti-
mization. Subsecond spray is an especially powerful
tool for tuning conductance. With all else held con-
stant, (PSSþSWNT)/PVA films with 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 s
polyelectrolyte and SWNT spray times illustrate the
high resolution of control SSLbL permits (Figure 5a).
The effectiveness of the rinse and spin mechanisms in
removing excess polyelectrolyte from the substrate is
illustrated in Figure 5b,c. Holding the PVA spray time
constant at 0.5 s and varying the PSSþSWNT spray time
from 0.1 s to 0.5 s reveals that after the maximum
amount of CNT is deposited on the surface there is no
improvement in conductance from increasing the
amount of solution sprayed. This result is particularly
valuable for reducing material waste, especially of
high-cost colloids such as SWNTs and catalysts. Con-
versely, holding the PSSþSWNT spray time constant at
0.5 s and varying the PVA spray time from 0.1 s to 0.5 s
reveals that there is no penalty from spraying excesses
of nonconductive polymers due to the removal
mechanism. Varying both spray times in tandem as in
Figure 5a, however, leads to a multiplier effect on
conductance, which allows the production of films
with highly tunable conductivities. This result should
allow further optimization of process times and a
reduction in material waste. We also report the ability

Figure 5. (a) Effect of polyelectrolyte spray time on sheet conductance for (PSSþSWNT)/PVA. (b) Effect of PSSþSWNT spray
time on sheet conductance in [(PSSþSWNT)x/PVA0.5]30. (c) Effect of PVA spray time on sheet conductance in [(PSSþSWNT)0.5/
PVAx]30. (d) Effect of SWNT concentration on sheet conductance for (PSSþSWNT)0.5/PVA0.5.
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to control conductance based on upstream solu-
tion preparation. Varying the SWNT concentration in
PSS solution yields a direct correlation between the
amount of nanotubes being sprayed and the conduc-
tance of the resulting film (Figure 5d). The potential to
fine-tune LbL film properties shown here results from
the unique ability of the SSLbL method to closely
control material deposition though spray parameters,
residence times, and solution concentrations.
We demonstrate the practical application of SSLbL-

assembled polymer�CNT films through an evaluation
of their anodic capacity in a lithium-ion battery half-cell
versus lithium foil. It has been shown previously that
SWNT acts as a lithium intercalation compound in a
manner similar to graphite, albeit with more favorable
stoichiometry and a better capacity (approximately
1100 versus 372 mAh/g for graphite).39 Toward the
scalable fabrication of multifunctional composite
electrodes,40 several studies have demonstrated the
use of SWNT-containing anodes,39�42 while others
have used the LbL technique to generate active battery
electrodes.26,27 To our knowledge, however, we report
the first evaluation of SWNT-containing LbL polymer�
composite films as lithium-ion battery anodes. We
compared SSLbL-assembled films of [(PSSþSWNT)0.5/
PVA0.5]300 and [(NafionþSWNT)0.5/PEI0.5]300 (each gen-
erated in 65 min) to determine which factors affect
charge/discharge capacity. All films were galvanostati-
cally cycled at 37 mA/gSWNT for 20 cycles to gauge
stability and capacity (Figure 6a). Though we found
that the (PSSþSWNT)/PVA and (NafionþSWNT)/PEI
films have roughly the same nanotube content per
bilayer, the cycling performancewas quite distinct. The
(NafionþSWNT)/PEI system performs better after
20 cycles than the (PSSþSWNT)/PVA system (delithiation
capacities are 699 and 460 mAh/gSWNT, respectively).
Despite the fact that (PSSþSWNT)/PVA films show a
significantly higher sheet conductance than those of
(NafionþSWNT)/PEI, the difference in performance
may be attributed to the enhanced ion conductivity

and stability of Nafion.43,44 Because these films are
significantly thinner (∼250 nm) than most conven-
tional lithium-ion battery electrodes (i.e., 100 μm), we
have neglected the thickness of the SSLbL-assembled
films as a factor in performance, believing that they
are thin enough so as to not appreciably hinder ion
transport with the liquid electrolyte. Further study of
ultrathin LbL polymer�CNT electrodes for lithium-ion
batteries is ongoing.
In addition to the evaluation of battery perfor-

mance, we have assembled all-polymer films of poly-
(acrylic acid) (PAA)/poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and
PSS/PANI by SSLbL, which have applications in bat-
teries (as polymer electrolytes) and fuel cells (as catalyst
layer ionomers), respectively.31,34,45 Fully freestanding
1500-bilayer PAA/PEO (Figure 6b) and (PAAþSWNT)/
PEO films were assembled using the SSLbL apparatus
with cycle times of 0.8 s, minimizing the drying time.
Having previously demonstrated dip-LbL-assembled
films in fuel cell membrane electrode assemblies,28,32

we believe that the SSLbL technique can also be
applied to the rapid production of even higher quality
fuel cell electrodes.

CONCLUSION

Here we have demonstrated a novel technique for
rapidly building LbL films with a greater level of control
than previously available. Employing subsecond spray
times and active drying of the substrate, we generated
highly tunable ultrathin polymer�composite films. The
polymer�CNT systems used showcase the versatility
of this approach as well as indicate the potential for
rapid screening and further optimization with SSLbL.
Comparisons to the conventional dip-coating method
of film assembly show that greater film uniformity and
deposition efficiency can be obtained by this method.
SSLbL-assembled films with integrated CNTs were
characterized, yielding a better correlation between
LbL film growth and conductance than previously seen
for these systems. Additionally, the application of LbL

Figure 6. (a) Battery cycling of SSLbL-assembled films on Celgard separator vs Li, lithiation capacity is indicated by closed
squares and delithiation capacity by open squares. (b) Freestanding [PAA0.2/PEO0.2]1500.
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polymer�CNT films as electrodes in lithium-ion bat-
teries has been demonstrated for the first time, lending
insights into the future development of ultrathin
battery electrodes and ion conductive binders. The

SSLbL technique is widely applicable to fundamental
research and application of thin films, with specific
opportunities available in energy conversion and
storage.

METHODS

Spin-Spray Layer-by-Layer System. The SSLBL apparatus (Figure S6)
consists of three gravity-fed 1/4 in. JAUMCO round spray setup
sprayers from Spraying Systems Co. directed toward a spin
coater (Specialty Coating Systems 6800 model) with a vacuum
chuck to hold the substrate in place. The enclosure includes an
inlet for the active heating element that directs heated air at the
substrate and a negatively pressurized vent as well as a port for
solutions. Convection within the enclosure is ensured with
inlets and outlets of opposite pressures. Several control pro-
grams were written using Labview software that communicate
with a National Instruments CompactRIO controller. Sprayers
are actuated using solenoid valves from Parker Hannifin Co.

Materials. Poly(styrene sulfonate) (MW 1000 000), polyethyl-
enimine (MW 25 000), poly(vinyl alcohol), and polyaniline
(MW 20 000) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. Poly-
(acrylic acid) (MW 50 000) and poly(ethylene oxide) (MW
4000 000) were purchased from Polysciences Inc. A solution
of 10 wt % Nafion (Dupont DE 1021) was purchased from Ion
Power Inc. High -purity MWNTs were obtained from SouthWest
NanoTechnologies (SMW 100). SWNTs (90% purity) were pur-
chased from Cheaptubes Inc. (Raman spectra seen in Figure S7).

Solution Preparation. All polymers were dissolved or diluted in
Milli-Q deionized (DI) water. Polyelectrolyte dispersions contain-
ing CNT were bath sonicated for 3 h, tip sonicated for 45 min,
and centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 1.5 h to produce a stable
dispersion. For the PSSþSWNT solution, there was significant
loss of nanotubes during centrifugation. Minimal loss of CNTs
was observed following centrifugation for solutions containing
MWNT. Typical CNT solutions consisted of 0.5 mg/mL CNT in
aqueous solutions of 1% PSS or 0.25% Nafion. PANI solutions
were prepared in a manner similar to that found in Cheung
et al.46 The pH of solutions was adjusted using HCl and NaOH.
PVA (10 mM) and high-concentration PANI solutions were
adjusted to pH 2.8. Nafion and PEI solutions were adjusted to
pH 8.5. PSSþSWNT solutions were not pH adjusted, except
when paired with PANI, when they adjusted to pH 2.8.

Film Deposition. Glass slides were cleaned for 1 h by immer-
sion in piranha solution consisting of 3:1 by volume of concen-
trated H2SO4 and H2O2, respectively. Cleaned slides were stored
in DI water until LbL deposition. Substrates for battery electro-
des consisted of Celgard 2325 porous separators stretched on
aluminum foil. Deposition using the SSLbL apparatus involved
spinning the substrate on a vacuum chuck at 3000 rpm
(in agreement with Merrill and Sun19) while solutions were
sprayed. A typical bilayer was assembled using a spray/dry
procedure of polycation, rinse, dry, polyanion, rinse, dry. Poly-
electrolyte spray timeswere either 0.2, 0.5, or 0.8 s. DI rinsewater
adjusted to match the pH of the polycation was typically
sprayed for 2 s except in the case of films deposited on Celgard
separators, for which rinse times were limited to 1 s. Dry times
were maintained at 4 s to ensure complete drying between
layers. The temperature of the heating element was kept
constant, corresponding to a substrate temperature of approxi-
mately 40 �C.

Deposition by dip-LbL was conducted using a nanoStrata
Inc. StratoSequence VI slide stainer in which glass substrates
were dipped in polyelectrolytes for 5 min followed by three
1 min rinsing steps. Polyelectrolyte solutions were replaced
after every 30 bilayers to limit the effect of cross contamination.
Rinse water was replaced after each bilayer. For films containing
SWNT, a 15 min drying step was added, which involved passing
air over the film.

Characterization. Resistivity measurements were obtained
using a Keithey 2400 SourceMeter and a Signatone four-point

probe. Five measurements were taken across the surface at
defined distances from the center of the substrate (Figure S5).
Absorbance measurements were taken using a Hewlett-
Packard UV�vis spectrophotometer, and comparisons were
made using absorbance values at a wavelength of 380 nm.
Absorbances for dip-LbL-assembled films were halved to ac-
count for film growth on both sides of the glass substrate. Film
thicknesses were obtained by ellipsometry from samples de-
posited on silicon wafers. A Cauchy fit model with a refractive
index of 1.435 was used to analyze the data. Visual characteri-
zation of films employed a Hitachi SU-70 scanning electron
microscope and a Veeco Dimension 5000 atomic forcemicroscope.

Battery cells were assembled in a Teflon Swagelok cell with
stainless steel electrode plates. SSLbL-assembled films on Cel-
gard separators were cut in circles with an area of 0.97 cm2 and
placed face down against the stainless steel current collector. A
second Celgard separator was placed on top followed by
lithium foil and several drops of 1 M LiPF6 in 1:1 ethylene
carbonate/dimethyl carbonate solvent. Cells were allowed to
age for at least 12 h before cycling. Galvanostatic cycling of 300
bilayer films was conducted using a Biologic VSP potentiostat
for 20 cycles at 11.16 μA. Capacity values were based on an
assumed loading of ∼10% SWNT, which is consistent with
previous reports20 as well as our own TGA analysis.
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